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A solution is reported for the problem of injection of a monoenergetic electron beam into a plasma. 
taking into account spatial dispersion. It is shown that, when the mean free path of the plasma 
electron is much less than the radius of the beam, and spatial dispersion is weak, the diffusion 
relaxation length of the fields and currents induced by the beam in the plasma is determined by 
collisional dissipation and is given by the well-known expression (1) which remains valid even for 
ultrarelativistic temperatures when Eq. (16) is taken into account. In the opposite limit of strong 
spatial dispersion in the plasma, when the electron free path is greater than the beam radius, the 
diffusion length is determined by Cerenkov dissipation and is given by Eqs. (8) and (17). 

The reaction of "cold" plasma during injection of a 
low-densitl electron beam is investigated in a number 
of papers. 1-3] It is shown in [2] that a monoenergetic 
beam induces fields and currents in the plasma which 
compensate the beam magnetic field and current at 
distances 

(1) 

from the leading front of the beam, and this facilitates 
the injection of the beam into the plasma. In this expres
sion, u is the beam velocity, wp is the Langmuir fre
quency of the plasma electrons, and v is their collision 
frequency. This result is valid when the plasma is suffi
ciently dense, so that the mean free path of the elec
trons is less than the beam radius, i.e., v» VTe/ro, 
where vTe is the thermal velocity of the electrons, 
and the spatial dispersion can be neglected. 

In this paper we consider the injection of an electron 
beam into plasma with arbitrary (including relativistic) 
temperatures when the electron distribution function is 

N, [c(m'e'+p')'" ] I T. (me') /(p)=---exp - . -K, - , 
4n(me)' T, me' T, (2) 

where Ne is the plasma electron density, T e is the 
electron temperature, and K2(X) is the Macdonald func
tion. 

The distribution given by (2) leads to the following 
expressions for the longitudinal (l) and transverse 
(tr) permittivities of isotropic electron plasma:[4] 

2 2N 2. he '2 e'(Ol k)=1 __ n_e_, K.-' (_m_e_) S dOl'_,-Ol_--;-
, Olk'cT,.· T, _ko Ol+iv-u)' 

{ ( Ol")"'}[( Ol")-' X exp -me'IT, 1-- 1--
k 2C 'l k 2c2 

2ne'N, ( me' )'S' dOl' e"(Ol,k)=1---K,-' -- . , 
wkmc Te -lie W+ZV-W 

xexp{-me2IT" (1-~) "'} [~( 1-~) +( 1-~) "'] 
k 2c2 mc'l k 2c2 kZc"'" 

(3) 

Following the method put forward in[2], we obtain the 
following spatial distribution for the magnetic field 
induced by the beam: 

, , B. J~ ~S dk, exp{ik,z'}-exp{ik,z,} 
B.(r,z )=!'"2; dk.J.·k.J.J, (k.J.r)J, (k.J.r.) k, k'-(k,u)'c 'e"(k,u,k) , 

o _00 

k'=k,'+k.J." B.=4nenouro/c, z'=z-ut, Z,=Z+UT, (4) 
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where T is the injection time and no the beam density. 

In the limit of nonrelativistic plasma temperatures, 
Te « mc2, and in the region in front of the beam 
(z' > 0), we have from (4) the expression for the mag
netic field Bcp, which is identical with the previous 
result reported in[2]. In the region of the beam itself, 
(z' < 0, Zl > 0) we observe the diffusion of the magnetic 
field into plasma, which is determined by the contribution 
of a diffusion-type pole to (4), in addition to disturbances 
which decay exponentially over distances c/ywp. This 
pole is found from the dispersion relation 

k'=(k,u)'e"(k,u, k)Ie', (5) 

where for v » VTe/ro and nonrelativistic temperatures 
the diffusion length is given by (1). In the opposite case, 
on the other hand, when v « VTe/ro, we can use the 
approximation of strong spatial dispersion 

and the diffusion pole is given by 

( 2)"'C'VT k~=-i - __ e k.L3, 
1t O)p2 U 

which enables us to introduce the diffusion length 

,_ ( 11: ) 'I. ur. (ro. ) , 
Zo- - - -ro . 

2 UTe C 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

We note that the approximation given by (4) is valid 
for the contribution determined by the pole (5) only in 
the case of dense plasma, when 

ro.»e/ro. (9) 

The expression for the magnetic field obtained from 
(4) in the non relativistic limit T e « mc 2, and when 
v « vTe/rO, has the following form in the region of 
the beam (z' < 0, Zl > 0): 

B.=Bo { - +[~:" (z') H", (z,) 1 + 'l' ,,' (00) -8,,_, (z') 1, (10) 

~' (z)={ dk ,k n,ln(k.J.r)J,(k.J.r.) ex {-Izl (k '+~)"'} 
am J .l..l.. k 2+ Zj Z P 1.l.. Z ' 

1/ .l.. Wp C C 

~J dk.J. 1 {rlr., r<r.} 
'l'1I(OO)= -J,(k.J.r)J,(k.J.r,)=- . 

• k,L 2 r.lr, r>r. 

The new feature as compared with [2] is the diffusion 
contribution which is given by the pole (7): 

S .. _,= jd:: J,(k,Lr)J,(k,Lr.)exp {-aro'k.J.'}, 

where Q! = I z 'I /zb. 0 
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(11) 
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The integral given by (11) can be evaluated in two 
opposite limiting cases. When Q! » 1 (large distances 
from the leading front of the beam) we have from (10) 
and (11) 

{ rlro, r<ro 1 (2) ( zo' )'I,} B.=Bo +-f - -- . 
rolr, r>ro 12 3 Iz'l (12) 

On the other hand, when Q! « 1, in a region expanding 
toward the leading front 

(13) 
we have 

ex [ r ]-' B.=Bo- 1-- . 
n ro (14) 

Analysis of (13) and (14) shows that, when the field 
Bcp is a maximum near the beam surface and r = ro, 
we have with good accuracy 

B.=Bo : a'I'f ( - --} ) . (15) 

It is readily seen that, when Q! « 1, the field outside 
the region Ir -rol « ro, is much lower than that given 
by (14). This means that the magnetic field is tubular 
and largely localized in the region Ir - rol ro, i.e., we 
have magnetic beam neutralization over distances less 
than the diffusion length (8). With increasing distance 
from the leading front of the beam, the tubular nature 
of the magnetic field distribution is found to disappear, 
and magnetic neutralization weakens. It is clear from 
(12) that it is practically absent for 1 z'l > z6. 
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A similar situation occurs for ultrarelativistic tem
peratures Te» mc2. When v» cko the result given in[2] 
[zo = (Wfro/ c )2U Iv] remains unaltered except that, in
stead 0 wp , we must substitute 

ro/'=2nN,e'c'IT,. (16) 

When v « c/ro, the expression for the diffusion length 
given by (8) is replaced by . , 

zol/=~ uro (~ro) . 
2 c c 

(17) 

Here again 

ro/'=2nN,e'c'IT,. 

We are greatly indebted to S. E. Rosinski! and V. G. 
Rukhin for useful discussions and valuable suggestions. 
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